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Introduction

Fine-Tuning: Prompt-based vs. Vanilla
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(b) Prompt-based finetuning

Figure 1: The comparison of vanilla finetuning and prompt-based finetuning. [CLS], [SEP], [MASK], [PAD] are
special tokens in the encoder vocabulary. The verbalizer is a function mapping from the task label set to a subset of
the encoder vocabulary. Input tokens in blue represent the prompt pattern.

MPLMs such as mBERT (?) and XLM-R (?) are
pretrained on huge multilingual corpora and show
strong multilinguality (???). They have become
the dominant paradigm for zero-shot cross-lingual
transfer, where annotated training data is available
for some source language (e.g. English) but not for
the target language (??). ? proposed prompt-based
finetuning for cross-lingual transfer. Their work
focused on few-shot finetuning. Their experimen-
tal results for the natural language inference task
showed that prompt-based finetuning performed
better in few-shot cross-lingual transfer than vanilla
finetuning. However, prior studies failed to exam-
ine whether prompt-based learning is also advanta-
geous when training data is not scarce. Therefore,
we conduct a comprehensive investigation on di-
verse cross-lingual language understanding tasks
in both full-data and few-shot settings in order to
shed more light on the cross-lingual capabilities of
prompt-based finetuning.

In contrast to most previous research on prompt-
ing, our work is not restricted to monolingual or
few-shot scenarios. Instead we explore a wide
range of few-shot settings. We adopt a multilin-
gual perspective and aim to uncover the nuances
of performance variations associated with prompt-
based finetuning. To this end, we implement the
PROFIT pipeline and carry out an extensive set
of experiments encompassing three representative
cross-lingual language understanding tasks: senti-
ment analysis (Amazon Reviews), paragraph identi-
fication (PAWS-X), and natural language inference

i.e., no target language data is provided, while “few-shot” in
“few-shot finetuning” refers to the source language used for
finetuning, i.e., a few source language data is provided for
the finetuning of the MPLM. The finetuned model is then
zero-shot transferred to target language.

(XNLI). Our task selection covers single-sentence
classification, sentence pair classification and infer-
ence task, considering both binary and multi-fold
classifications. Our work provides insights into
the effectiveness and versatility of prompt-based
finetuning in cross-lingual language understanding.

Research Questions and Contributions. In this
work, we analyze how the performance of prompt-
based finetuning varies with the size of the labelled
source language data for zero-shot cross-lingual
transfer tasks. We examine a wide range of fac-
tors which could have an impact on cross-lingual
transfer performance. We attempt to address the
following pivotal research questions:

RQ1 Does prompt-based finetuning outper-
form vanilla finetuning in the full-data scenario
in different NLU tasks?

We propose the PROFIT pipeline for systemati-
cally conducting the cross-lingual transfer experi-
ments. We carry out zero-shot cross-lingual trans-
fer experiments on three different NLU tasks using
all the available English training data. By compar-
ing the results of vanilla finetuning and PROFIT
for different MPLMs, we find that in the full-data
scenario, PROFIT still achieves better cross-lingual
performance than vanilla finetuning.

RQ2 Is prompt-based finetuning always better
than vanilla finetuning?

We investigate how the cross-lingual perfor-
mance depends on the size of the English training
data. Our findings substantiate that the PROFIT
exhibits greater advantages in few-shot scenarios
compared to full-data scenarios. The specific pat-
terns of performance change are contingent upon
the task types.
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Introduction

Overview

Recent work on prompt-based fine-tuning:

Multilingual Adaptation (Ma et al., 2023)

Sequence Labeling: Generalization to Complex Tasks (Ma et al.,
2024)

Parameter-Efficient Method: Integration with Graph Neural
Networks (GNNs) (Yuan et al., 2024)
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Multilingual Adaptation

Multilingual Adaptation

We applied prompt-based fine-tuning to zero-shot cross-lingual transfer
learning.

Prior work: Zhao and Schütze (2021) implemented prompt-based
fine-tuning in multilingual natural language inference tasks,
(XNLI, Conneau et al., 2018).

We (Ma et al., 2023) further conducted an extensive comparative
analysis of the cross-lingual transfer capabilities of prompt-based
fine-tuning compared to vanilla fine-tuning.
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Multilingual Adaptation

Prompt-Based Fine-Tuning: Multilinugal Setting

Training on English data: prompt pattern, verbalizer, fine-tuning by mask token

prediction.

Inference in the cross-lingual setting:

input given in target languages
no changes in prompt pattern, verbalizer

This was a gift for my son. He loved it.

In summary, the product was [MASK] .

This was a gift for my son. He loved it.

1 great

0 terrible

v(y)
y

P(x)

x

training

Beim zweiten Gebrauch bereits undicht!!!

In summary, the product was [MASK] .

Beim zweiten Gebrauch bereits undicht!!!

1 great

0 terrible

output

P(x)

x

inference

cross-lingual transfer

…

…

…

…

.

.

.

MPLM

Figure 2: ProFiT pipeline of training and cross-lingual transfer with examples. X is an input sentence and P (X)
denotes the prompt pattern which reformulates the input into a prompt. v(y) is the verbalizer which maps each class
label y onto a word from the source language vocabulary.

y1, ..., yn are class labels from a label set Y . The
prompt pattern P (.) transforms an input sentence
X into a cloze-style question with a masked token.
The pretrained language model M with trainable
parameters ✓ performs masked token prediction
and returns the probabilities p = M(P (X), ✓) of
all candidate words for the masked token in P (X).
The verbalizer v(.) is a bijective mapping from the
set of class labels Y to a set of verbalised words
V from the source language vocabulary. We pre-
dict the class ŷ whose verbalizer v(ŷ) received the
highest probability from model M :

ŷ = argmax
y2Y

p(v(y)) (1)

We finetune the parameters ✓ of model M by mini-
mizing the cross-entropy loss function ` on D:

✓̂ = argmax
✓

X

(X,y)2D

`(v(y),M(P (X), ✓)) (2)

The model with the finetuned parameters ✓̂ is used
to predict the class labels of the target language ex-
amples D0 = {X 0

1, ..., X
0

n} using the same prompt
pattern and verbalizer as during finetuning (see in-
ference block in Figure 2). The best label y0i for
each example X 0

i is predicted according to Eq. 1.
In contrast to vanilla finetuning, prompt-based

methods such as ProFiT only transform the training
data with the prompt pattern P and the verbalizer v,
but leave the model architecture unchanged. thus
not hindering the efficiency of Vanilla much (?). No
extra parameters have to be trained from scratch.
By reformulating the sentence classification task

into a masked token prediction (MTP) task, we can
better take advantage of the knowledge that the
model has acquired during MTP pretraining.

In the cross-lingual setting, we simply apply the
same functions P and v to the target language ex-
amples without further modifications.

4 Experimental Setups

4.1 Datasets
In order to investigate the performance on diverse
NLU tasks, three representative different classifi-
cation tasks on NLU are selected for evaluation in
this work: sentiment analysis on Amazon product
reviews (?), paraphrase identification on PAWS-X
(?), and natural language inference on XNLI (?).

Amazon Reviews Dataset (?) contains product
reviews with 5 star ratings from 1 to 5. The multi-
lingual version of this dataset consists of test data
in English and 5 other languages. We use the fol-
lowing prompt pattern P (X) and verbalizer v(y)
for each review example (X, y):

• P (X) = X◦ “All in all, it was [MASK].”

• v(1) = “terrible”, v(2) = “bad”,
v(3) = “ok”, v(4) =“good”, v(5) = “great”

PAWS-X is a multilingual version of PAWS (?),
which consists of challenging paraphrase identi-
fication pairs from Wikipedia and Quora. Each
data item comprises two sentences. The task is to
predict whether the two sentences are paraphrases.
The labels are binary: 1 for paraphrase, 0 for non-
paraphrase. PAWS-X consists of datasets in En-
glish and 6 other languages. For a given sentence
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Multilingual Adaptation

Datasets and Models

Datasets
Amazon Reviews Dataset:
Multi-class sentiment analysis task in 6
languages (Keung et al., 2020)
PAWS-X:
Binary paraphrase identification task in 7
languages (Yang et al., 2019)
XNLI:
Multi-class natural language inference task
in 15 languages (Conneau et al., 2018)

Multilingual Models
Multilingual BERT model (M) (Devlin
et al., 2019)
XLM-R model (X) (Conneau et al., 2020)

Task Model en ar bg de el es fr hi ja ko ru sw th tr ur vi zh avg.

Amazon

Vanilla-M 58.92 - - 45.69 - 48.02 47.45 - 35.07 - - - - - - - 38.63 42.97
ProFiT-M 59.05 - - 46.66 - 49.30 48.38 - 37.31 - - - - - - - 38.26 43.98

Vanilla-X 59.61 - - 60.14 - 55.24 55.66 - 51.93 - - - - - - - 49.82 54.56
ProFiT-X 60.06 - - 59.60 - 55.72 55.89 - 52.34 - - - - - - - 49.75 54.66

PAWS-X

Vanilla-M 93.85 - - 84.94 - 87.11 86.55 - 73.39 72.44 - - - - - - 77.01 80.24
ProFiT-M 94.21 - - 86.06 - 88.17 87.91 - 75.79 75.82 - - - - - - 79.22 82.16

Vanilla-X 94.33 - - 86.92 - 88.55 89.04 - 76.07 74.71 - - - - - - 79.75 82.51
ProFiT-X 94.90 - - 87.06 - 88.87 88.86 - 75.53 75.40 - - - - - - 80.63 82.73

XNLI

Vanilla-M 82.57 65.12 68.97 71.40 66.30 74.22 73.68 60.02 - - 68.95 50.24 53.15 62.02 57.96 69.80 68.91 65.05
ProFiT-M 82.57 65.55 69.47 71.57 67.43 75.10 74.57 60.57 - - 69.55 51.13 54.58 62.64 58.04 70.74 70.08 65.79

Vanilla-X 84.91 71.86 77.78 76.86 75.96 79.25 78.21 69.92 - - 75.79 65.21 72.02 73.12 66.07 74.71 73.72 73.61
ProFiT-X 84.97 71.81 77.92 77.35 76.11 79.31 78.75 70.10 - - 75.43 65.13 72.39 73.23 66.95 75.05 73.92 73.82

Table 2: Detailed cross-lingual performance results on three classification tasks. When calculating the average
(avg.), due to the aim of zero-shot cross-lingual transfer, the performance results of the source language English are
not taken into account. Model M stands for mBERT, and X for XLM-R.

overall performance of ProFiT is better than Vanilla
for all three tasks in both mBERT and XLM-R
settings, individual differences between languages
can be noticed. On Amazon, with mBERT, the im-
provement in Japanese (ja) (+2.24%) is far greater
than on average, whereas Chinese (zh) shows no
improvement (-0.37%); with XLM-R, ProFiT per-
forms slightly worse than Vanilla on both Chinese
with -0.07% and German (de) with -0.54%. On
PAWS-X, Korean (ko) shows a larger improve-
ment (+3.38%) than average with mBERT, and
with XLM-R, whereas French (fr) (-0.18%) and
Japanese (-0.54%) show a slightly worse perfor-
mance than Vanilla. On XNLI, we find improve-
ments for all languages with mBERT, and with
XLM-R, Arabic (ar) (-0.06%), Russian (ru) (-
0.36%), and Swahili (sw) (-0.08%) show slightly
worse performance than Vanilla.

We conclude that the performance gain of
ProFiT over Vanilla depends on the models and
languages. In §6, we will further investigate how
linguistic factors influence cross-lingual transfer
performance.

5.2 Few-shot Ablations
Previous studies show that the prompt framework is
more effective than finetuning when training data
is scarce (??). We investigated how the perfor-
mance changes as the number of training samples
K increases in few-shot settings. The training
and validation data are randomly sampled with
K 2 {1, 2, 4, 8, 16, 32, 64, 128, 256, 512, 1024}
shots per class from the English training data.

The detailed results of few-shot ablations can
be found in Table 9, Table 10 and Table 11 in

I like this product.

All in all, it was [MASK].

I like this product.

5 great

4

terrible

v(y)
y

P(x)

x

3

2

1

bad

ok

good

Figure 3: A prompt example for Amazon Dataset

Appendix §A.4. Figure 4 shows the performance
changes on all three tasks with both mBERT and
XLM-R models. On the Amazon task, the perfor-
mance improvement for smaller numbers of shots
is greater than for full training. As the number of
shots increases, the improvement decreases accord-
ingly. This implies that on the sentiment analysis
task, ProFiT is most valuable with small training
data. On XNLI, the improvement of ProFiT over
Vanilla is first small with in small shots. It then gets
greater, as K increases, and drops again, as bigger
K towards full data size shows up. We conclude
that on NLI tasks such as XNLI, ProFiT is most
effective in few-shot settings with a certain number
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Multilingual Adaptation

Main Findings

Zero-shot cross-lingual results on full source language fine-tuning:
Slight, but consistent improvement.
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Multilingual Adaptation

Scaling Effect of Few-Shot Samples

Zero-shot cross-lingual results on few-shot source language
fine-tuning:
Large improvements for Amazon/XNLI.

(a) mBERT (b) XLM-R

Figure 4: Performance difference between ProFiT and Vanilla in different few-shot settings and full training on
three tasks with both mBERT and XLM-R models.

of K. On PAWS-X, no obvious difference in few-
shot settings can be found with mBERT in small
shots, but in bigger shots there is greater improve-
ment with K 2 {256, 512, 1024}; however, with
XLM-R, ProFiT shows almost no performance im-
provement over Vanilla.

Overall, sentiment analysis exhibits a clearer
performance improvement for smaller numbers of
shots, whereas the language inference and para-
phrase tasks show greater performance enhance-
ments in few-shot scenarios with larger K. This
might be due to difficulties with pairwise inputs in
these tasks, where we aim to identify the relation-
ship between a pair of sentences. When it comes to
transferring knowledge of sentence relationships,
more examples are needed for successful learning
than in sentiment analysis tasks where semantic in-
formation from comparable cross-lingual sentences
can be directly transferred.

6 Cross-Lingual Analysis

In previous empirical studies of cross-lingual trans-
fer learning (??), several key factors were identi-
fied to exert great effect on the cross-lingual per-
formance, including (1) the size of the pretraining
corpus for the target language and (2) the similar-
ity between the source and target languages. We
analyze how these two factors influence ProFiT’s
effectiveness for the languages on three tasks.

The pretraining corpus size of the target lan-
guages can be simply measured by the log2 of the
number of articles in Wikipedia2.

For measuring the similarity between languages,
we employ methods from recent studies of lan-

2
https://meta.wikimedia.org/wiki/List_of_

Wikipedias

guage representations. In these studies, languages
are encoded as vectors according to their various
linguistic and typological features. With these lan-
guage vectors, a range of distance metrics, such
as Euclidean distance and cosine similarity, can be
used to measure the similarity between languages.
? proposed LANG2VEC which encodes languages
using 5 vectors, with each vector representing a
specific language feature. ? measured the lexical
similarity by calculating language vectors based on
the ASJP word list database (?). ? recently pro-
posed a novel language similarity metric from the
perspective of conceptualization across multiple
languages. In our work, we compute two similarity
metrics: (i) a comprehensive linguistic similarity
metric based on LANG2VEC (?) and (ii) a lexi-
cal similarity metric based on the ASJP word list
database (?).

The LANG2VEC approach provides information-
rich vector representations of languages from dif-
ferent linguistic and ethnological perspectives. We
adopt five linguistic categories: syntax (SYN),
phonology (PHO), phonological inventory (INV),
language family (FAM), and geography (GEO).
SYN, PHO and INV are typological categories,
and FAM and GEO are phylogenetic categories.
Given these vectors, we calculate 5 different cosine
similarity metrics between English and each target
language.

The lexical similarity metric is based on a mean
normalized pairwise Levenshtein distance matrix
from ASJP. The language vectors used for calcu-
lating the lexical similarity are reduced in dimen-
sionality. Two dimensionality reduction methods
are employed for calculating the lexical similarity:
Uniform Manifold Approximation and Projection
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Multilingual Adaptation

Multilingual Adaptation: Summary

In zero-shot cross-lingual transfer:
prompt-based fine-tuning > vanilla fine-tuning

Performance improvement is larger in few-shot learning scenarios.
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Sequence Labeling: Generalization to Complex Tasks
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Sequence Labeling: Generalization to Complex Tasks

Motivation

Prompt design for sentence classification tasks is not complex,
given that these tasks typically assign a single label to each sentence,
requiring only one prompt per task.

Task Model Stat.
Sim1 Sim2 Size

corr. p corr. p corr. p

Amazon

PROFIT-M
P 0.73 0.16⇤ -0.95 0.21⇤ 0.81 0.09⇤

S 0.70 0.19⇤ -1.00 0.00 0.50 0.39⇤

PROFIT-X
P 0.80 0.10⇤ 1.00 0.01 0.92 0.03

S 0.80 0.10⇤ 1.00 0.00 1.00 1e-24

PAWS-X

PROFIT-M
P 0.82 0.05 0.31 0.69⇤ 0.82 0.04

S 0.83 0.04 0.20 0.80⇤ 0.60 0.21⇤

PROFIT-X
P 0.83 0.04 0.34 0.66⇤ 0.84 0.04

S 0.77 0.07⇤ 0.20 0.80⇤ 0.71 0.11⇤

XNLI

PROFIT-M
P 0.57 0.03 0.43 0.14⇤ 0.86 9e-05

S 0.59 0.03 0.53 0.06⇤ 0.90 1e-05

PROFIT-X
P 0.72 4e-03 0.43 0.14⇤ 0.70 5e-03

S 0.77 1e-03 0.63 0.02 0.72 4e-03

Table 4: Correlations between task performance and language similarities (Sim1 & Sim2) and target language size
(Size), based on Pearson (P) and Spearman (S) test. Insignificant results with a p value > 0.05 are marked with ⇤.

ing into a masked token prediction task. We fine-
tune the multilingual pretrained language model
(MPLM) on source language prompts and apply it
to target language data. We use PROFIT with the
two MPLMs mBERT and XML-R, and evaluate
its efficacy on three different types of multilingual
classification tasks in natural language understand-
ing – multi-class sentiment classification, binary
paraphrase identification, and multi-class natural
language inference. Our experiments show that
PROFIT outperforms vanilla finetuning with both
mBERT and XML-R on all three tasks. We fur-
ther discovered that the performance improvement
of PROFIT is generally more obvious in few-shot
scenarios. Additionally, we demonstrate that the
similarity of the source and target language and
the size of the target language pretraining data sig-
nificantly correlate with the cross-lingual transfer
performance of PROFIT, especially on a big dataset
with a variety of test languages.

Limitations

This study presents the PROFIT pipeline, which
aims to enhance zero-shot cross-lingual transfer
performance. Our approach was evaluated on vari-
ous multilingual datasets and showed improved per-
formance. However, due to the limitations of the
datasets, only a few languages could be evaluated,
thus making it difficult to draw a typological con-
clusion for all languages. Besides, our exploration
in using the prompt-based learning method for
cross-lingual language understanding is restricted

to single-sentence and sentence pair classifications.
As future work, our investigation should be ex-
tended to more types of language understanding
tasks, such as sequence labelling tasks, e.g. slot
detection, named entity recognition, etc.
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Figure 4: Prompting example for sentence classificationFigure: Prompting example for sequence classification.

Generalize prompt-based fine-tuning from sentence-level to token-level
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Sequence Labeling: Generalization to Complex Tasks

ToPro

Please give the pos tags of the 

sentence: “Works as stated!”.

The pos tags of the sentence: 

“Works as stated!” are: ???

“Works as stated!” 

The pos tag of “Works” is “VERB”.

The pos tag of “as” is “CCONJ”.

The pos tag of “stated” is “VERB”.

The pos tag of “!” is “PUNCT”.
��🏻

ToPro

ToPro

: Token-Level prompt decomposition

Please give the pos tags of the 

sentence: “Works as stated!”.

The pos tags of the sentence: 

“Works as stated!” are: ???

The pos tag of “Works” is “VERB”.

The pos tag of “as” is “CCONJ”.

The pos tag of “stated” is “VERB”.

The pos tag of “!” is “PUNCT”.

��🏻 

ToPro

ToPro
“Works”,  “as”,  “stated”,  “!”
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Sequence Labeling: Generalization to Complex Tasks

ToPro

Please give the pos tags of the 

sentence: “Works as stated!”.

The pos tags of the sentence: 

“Works as stated!” are: ???

“Works as stated!” 

The pos tag of “Works” is “VERB”.

The pos tag of “as” is “CCONJ”.

The pos tag of “stated” is “VERB”.

The pos tag of “!” is “PUNCT”.
��🏻

ToPro

ToPro

: Method

Token-Level Prompt Decomposition

1 Given an input sentence
X = x1, x2, · · · , xn.

2 Decompose the sentence X into n
tokens.

3 Apply the token level prompt
function T (X , xi ) n times such
that each token xi has a prompt.

Works as stated !

The pos tag of                    is a kind of [MASK] .

P(T, X) =

X =

Works
T(X, x

1
) =

Works as stated !

Works as stated !

The pos tag of                    is a kind of [MASK] .as
T(X, x

2
) =

Works as stated !

The pos tag of                    is a kind of [MASK] .stated
T(X, x

3
) =

Works as stated !

The pos tag of                    is a kind of [MASK] .!
T(X, x

4
) =

The prompt pattern used in this example:

et al., 2023). However, current ICL methods using
linguistic structure prompting (Blevins et al., 2023)
for sequence labeling tasks “consistently exhibit
extremely poor performance” (Asai et al., 2023)
when applied to MLLMs, failing to exploit their
real cross-lingual transfer abilities. Contrary to
that, our proposed TOPRO method better reflects
the potential of MLLMs on token-level tasks.

Prompt Methods for Sequence Labeling Tasks
Although prompt-based methods proved useful in
sentence-level classification tasks, they were sel-
dom employed for token-level labeling tasks. Cui
et al. (2021) applied template-based prompting
methods to the BART model (Lewis et al., 2020)
for NER tasks. Their method is rank-based. They
generate a sentence for each possible label and com-
pute the probabilities of all generated sentences
for the prediction, which can be expensive to de-
code. Ma et al. (2022) proposed a template-free
prompting method for few-shot NER, called entity-
oriented LM fine-tuning. However, they adopt
the span-based task formulation of NER, resulting
in more complexity, while our proposed method
applies to NER tasks in the IOB (Inside-Outside-
Beginning) tagging format.

3 TOPRO for Fine-Tuning

Problem Formulation In prompt-based learning,
there is a pattern-verbalizer pair (PVP) (Schick and
Schütze, 2021a) consisting of (i) a prompt pattern
which converts the input text into a cloze-style
question with a mask token, and (ii) a verbal-
izer which maps the labels onto representative
words from the LM’s vocabulary. This aligns
well with the nature of text classification tasks
where one label is predicted based on the input
text. As Figure 2 shows, the input text X of
a sentiment analysis task can be reformulated
with a prompt pattern P (·) into a prompted
input representation P (X) = “ Works as stated!
In summary, the product was [MASK]. ” The

prompt P (X) is processed by the LM to determine
the most likely verbalizer word in the masked
position. The label corresponding to this verbalizer
is the prediction which is evaluated against the
gold standard.

However, in sequence labeling tasks, each token
of the input should receive a label. Thus, it is not
possible to apply this type of prompt pattern with
one mask token directly for token classification.

Works as stated !

In summary, the product was [MASK] .

Works as stated !

P(X) =

X =

Figure 2: A prompt example for text classification.

Token-Level Prompt Decomposition (TOPRO)
When given such a token-level sequence labeling
task, a human usually solves the task token by to-
ken. Inspired by this human process as well as the
prompt design for sentence classification tasks, we
propose a new prompting method TOPRO for token
classification which decomposes an input sentence
into tokens and generates a series of prompts – one
prompt for each token. Let X = x1, x2, ..., xm

denote an input sentence consisting of m tokens.
Our prompt generator function P (T, X) generates
m prompts by filling the template T (·, ·) with the
sentence X and each of the tokens x1, x2, ..., xm,
respectively.

P (T, X) = {T (X, x1), ..., T (X, xm)} (1)

Figure 3 shows the prompts generated by
P (T, X) for the input X = “Works as stated !”
and the template

T (X, xi) = “ X The POS tag of xi is a kind of [MASK] .”

Works as stated !

The pos tag of                    is a kind of [MASK] .

P(T, X) =

X =

Works
T(X, x1) =

Works as stated !

Works as stated !

The pos tag of                    is a kind of [MASK] .as
T(X, x2) =

Works as stated !

The pos tag of                    is a kind of [MASK] .stated
T(X, x3) =

Works as stated !

The pos tag of                    is a kind of [MASK] .!
T(X, x4) =

Figure 3: An example of TOPRO framework for se-
quence labeling.

Prompt-Based Fine-Tuning and Cross-Lingual
Transfer Following Ma et al. (2023a), we con-
duct prompt-based fine-tuning to evaluate our
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Sequence Labeling: Generalization to Complex Tasks

Experiments

ToPro fine-tuning for zero-shot cross-lingual transfer

Tasks
PAN-X for named entity recognition (NER) in 41 languages (Pan
et al., 2017)
UDPOS for POS tagging in 38 languages (Nivre et al., 2020)

Models
Encoder-only Models:

Multilingual BERT model (M) (Devlin et al., 2019)
XLM-R model (X) (Conneau et al., 2020)

Encoder-decoder Model:

Multilingual T5 model (T) (Xue et al., 2021)

Nie (CIS, LMU) Prompt-Based Fine-tuning April 2, 2024 17 / 37



Sequence Labeling: Generalization to Complex Tasks

Experiments

Baselines

Vanilla Fine-Tuning (Vanilla):
predicts the token labels through the hidden states of each token
in the output layer without using a prompt pattern.

Prompt Tuning (PT):
only trains the parameters of continuous prefix prompts (Tu et al.,
2022).
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Sequence Labeling: Generalization to Complex Tasks

Results

ToPro Fine-Tuning outperforms Vanilla Fine-Tuning and
Prompt-Tuning substantially across both tasks.

ToPro with mT5 model achieves SOTA performance.

Model Method PAN-X UDPOS

mBERT
Vanilla Fine-Tuning 62.73 70.89
Prompt-Tuning 56.76 69.91
TOPRO Fine-Tuning 81.91 76.16

XLM-R
Vanilla Fine-Tuning 61.30 72.42
Prompt-Tuning 53.05 71.86
TOPRO Fine-Tuning 80.03 76.16

mT5
Vanilla Fine-Tuning 64.19 71.38
Prompt-Tuning -* -*
TOPRO Fine-Tuning 92.82 86.11

Table 1: Overview of average results on PAN-X and
UDPOS. ⇤: The results of PT with mT5 are excluded
from the comparison as the F1 scores are 0 for the cur-
rent parameter settings.

across all languages. Since English is the language
on which the models have been fine-tuned, we con-
clude that TOPRO is particularly effective in cross-
lingual zero-shot scenarios. The reason could be
that the models are only fine-tuned on the English
dataset. Therefore, TOPRO’s potential performance
improvement is smaller for English than for other
languages.

On PAN-X , TOPRO outperforms Vanilla and
Prompt-Tuning across all target languages, with
some language-independent variations. The im-
provements in languages such as Persian (fa), Gu-
jarati (gu), Hebrew (he), Japanese (ja), Kazakh
(kk), Burmese (my), Telugu (te), Thai (th), Urdu
(ur), and Chinese (zh) are above the average. All
these languages are from different language groups
to English and have different writing systems. We
can conclude that the performance improvement
of TOPRO is particularly high for languages that
differ a lot from English, further indicating the
cross-lingual ability of our prompt-based method.

On UDPOS , TOPRO outperforms Vanilla and
PT in most of the languages, although there
are some languages for which TOPRO performs
slightly worse and the overall performance gain is
not as high as on PAN-X. Typically, the improve-
ments for languages such as Arabic (ar), Basque
(eu), Hebrew (he), Korean (ko), Tamil (ta), Thai
(th), Urdu (ur), and Chinese (zh) are above average.
The improvements over Vanilla in Chinese reach
44.3% and 38.53% for XLM-R and mT5, respec-
tively, and the improvement over PT in Chinese is
42.58%.

Overall, the results show that TOPRO outper-
forms Vanilla and PT on both sequence labeling

langs B (Vanilla) B (PT) X (Vanilla) X (PT) T (Vanilla)

en 8.96 13.71 10.90 16.27 19.38
af 12.81 19.50 15.00 20.10 19.82
ar 18.52 23.10 20.57 24.09 39.14
az 17.73 21.83 22.65 25.46 32.78
bg 11.29 16.33 11.17 16.05 23.13
bn 8.24 19.52 3.10 18.65 30.42
de 13.30 18.26 17.15 23.13 21.01
el 18.03 26.54 16.28 27.09 19.34
es 10.99 16.88 13.13 18.42 26.08
et 12.11 16.23 17.53 22.83 21.55
eu 19.91 24.36 26.52 36.62 27.50
fa 27.10 34.67 14.09 24.17 47.48
fi 12.51 17.24 15.29 20.42 20.78
fr 6.75 12.13 10.39 17.06 20.87
gu 33.33 55.16 30.99 40.57 31.99
he 27.47 31.26 30.94 38.85 24.09
hi 12.70 18.50 11.18 18.71 30.79
hu 14.76 20.04 14.96 21.21 22.97
id 16.79 19.60 21.31 24.03 26.95
it 10.15 13.13 11.78 17.81 19.03
ja 41.04 45.53 47.61 49.89 43.52
jv 18.70 23.05 16.43 32.80 22.80
ka 19.31 25.80 20.48 30.28 25.85
kk 33.74 34.89 42.36 42.48 28.63
ko 22.33 25.43 31.42 37.05 33.16
lt 13.58 18.13 14.24 21.01 23.48

ml 26.57 32.21 25.70 34.47 32.55
mr 25.15 31.75 21.01 33.32 31.70
ms 14.50 18.38 8.25 28.53 17.64
my 29.29 39.47 31.69 40.16 48.96
nl 10.12 14.57 12.32 17.12 19.50
pa 25.38 28.31 19.42 35.89 32.47
pl 10.12 13.49 13.02 17.62 21.03
pt 7.48 13.25 9.15 15.87 23.98
qu 12.97 31.44 17.08 32.22 25.16
ro 7.91 22.31 13.15 24.11 25.06
ru 19.37 26.56 18.10 25.80 27.92
sw 9.25 18.76 7.81 19.75 25.30
ta 24.48 28.73 26.68 33.46 29.84
te 32.97 36.06 36.53 43.85 28.14
th 67.60 67.84 16.48 15.89 50.10
tl 11.40 11.00 8.52 16.21 27.06
tr 12.63 20.13 13.77 24.87 26.93
uk 14.63 20.74 12.30 24.53 23.51
ur 29.96 36.69 1.63 22.93 51.31
vi 16.35 18.87 14.26 20.49 31.65
yo 15.41 27.00 16.13 30.82 23.30
zh 24.88 27.66 40.81 41.58 39.50

avg. 19.18 25.16 18.73 26.98 28.63

Table 2: Performance difference (�) of TOPRO to
Vanilla or Prompt Tuning (PT) with mBERT (B), XLM-
R (X) and mT5 (T) on PAN-X.

tasks, indicating that the TOPRO method has a bet-
ter ability to transfer knowledge cross-lingually.
And the NER performance is even better than the
performance for POS tagging. When analyzing
the performances for individual languages, we
find that TOPRO has a strong performance for
zero-shot cross-lingual transfer, particularly in lan-
guages with low similarity to English and differ-
ent writing systems. The prompt-based approach
seems to mitigate the language barriers and facili-
tate cross-lingual transfer. Additionally, the results
vary across target languages, highlighting the im-
portance of language typology and writing systems
in determining the effectiveness of TOPRO.
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Sequence Labeling: Generalization to Complex Tasks

Generalization to Complex Task Tasks: Summary

ToPro

Please give the pos tags of the 

sentence: “Works as stated!”.

The pos tags of the sentence: 

“Works as stated!” are: ???

“Works as stated!” 

The pos tag of “Works” is “VERB”.

The pos tag of “as” is “CCONJ”.

The pos tag of “stated” is “VERB”.

The pos tag of “!” is “PUNCT”.
��🏻

ToPro

ToPro

extends prompt-based fine-tuning to sequence labeling
tasks.

ToPro outperforms two baselines on NER/POS on a zero-shot
cross-lingual evaluation.
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Parameter-Efficient Method: Integration with GNNs

Outline

1 Introduction

2 Multilingual Adaptation

3 Sequence Labeling: Generalization to Complex Tasks

4 Parameter-Efficient Method: Integration with GNNs
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Parameter-Efficient Method: Integration with GNNs

Background

Prompt-based fine-tuning methods introduced so far are effective,
especially in low-data settings.

These methods traditionally employ Full-Parameter Fine-Tuning
(FPFT), which involves adjusting the entirety of a model’s
parameters.

However,

Large Language Models (LLMs) have billions of parameters.
Updating all these parameters poses a practical challenge.

⇒ Parameter-Efficient Fine-Tuning (PEFT):
optimizes a relatively small subset of an LLM’s parameters
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Parameter-Efficient Method: Integration with GNNs

Question

How to develop an effective
prompt-based

parameter-efficient fine-tuning (PEFT) method?

⇒ GNN For NLP: Navigating Information Flow
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Parameter-Efficient Method: Integration with GNNs

Motivation

Label words are anchors: Understanding the mechanism of In-Context
Learning (ICL) from an information flow perspective (Wang et al., 2023).

Review: I dislike … Sentiment: Negative Review: A good … Sentiment: Positive Review: … Sentiment:
Shallow 
Layers

Deep 
Layers

…

Review: I dislike … Sentiment: Negative Review: A good … Sentiment: Positive Review: … Sentiment:

Wang et al. (2023)

Two roles of label words as anchors:

Information aggregation:
aggregating information from preceding words.

Information distribution:
propagating information to last token for label prediction.
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Parameter-Efficient Method: Integration with GNNs

Idea: GNNavi

GNNNavi: Navigating the information flow in prompt-based
fine-tuning

Inspired by the information flow
perspective of ICL, we proposed a
novel prompt-based PEFT method
GNNavi.

GNNavi is able to:

navigate the information flow
save the training resources
outperform FPFT and other
PEFT methods (LoRA, Adapter,
Prefix-tuning) in few-shot settings.
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Parameter-Efficient Method: Integration with GNNs

Pipeline: GNNavi

Review: the greatest musicians Sentiment: Positive Review: sometimes dry Sentiment: Negative Review: funny yet Sentiment: 

GNN Layer

Decoder Layer

…

…

Decoder-only LLM

LM head

Positive

Decoder Layer

a) GNN Layer

Review: … Sentiment: Positive Review: … Sentiment: Negative Review: … Sentiment: 

:
Negative Review

dry

Positive
great

Review
Nodes 

Message passing 

Information aggregation 

b)

c)

Decoder Layer

Decoder Layer

a) A GNN layer is inserted into LLM, taking a sentiment analysis task as example.
(Note: Only parameters in the GNN layer are updated in fine-tuning.)

b) The input text is transformed into a graph, with tokens as nodes and information
flow paths as edges.

c) Visualization of the working mechanism of the GNN.
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Parameter-Efficient Method: Integration with GNNs

GNN Structure in GNNavi

We adopted two types of GNN architecture in
the GNN Layer.

GNNavi-GCN:
Graph Convolutional Network (GCN) (Kipf
and Welling, 2017)

h
(l)
v = σ

W
∑

v′∈N(v)

h
(l)
v′

|N(v)|


GNNavi-SAGE:
GraphSAGE (Hamilton et al., 2017) generates
node embeddings for previously unseen data
using node feature information.

h
(l)
v = σ

(
W

(
h
(l)
v ⊕ AGG({h(l)

v′ , ∀v
′ ∈ N(v)})

))
h
(l)
v denotes the updated node representation of v , h

(l)

v′ denotes the token representation of its neighbouring nodes from l-th

decoder layer, σ is the activation function, W is the trainable parameter of GNN, N(v) includes all the neighbouring nodes of v .
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Parameter-Efficient Method: Integration with GNNs

Experimental Setup

GNNavi for sentence classification with few-shot fine-tuning

Tasks
SST-2: Stanford Sentiment Treebank Binary for sentiment analysis (Socher
et al., 2013)
EmoC: EmoContext for 4-label emotion classification (Chatterjee et al.,
2019)
TREC: Text REtrieval Conference Question Classification for question type
classification containing 6 types (Li and Roth, 2002)
Amazon: Binary classification for Amazon reviews (McAuley and Leskovec,
2013)
AGNews: AG’s news topic classification dataset with 4 labels (Zhang et al.,
2015)

Models
GPT2-XL (1.6B) (Radford et al., 2019)
LLaMA2 (7B) (Touvron et al., 2023)
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Parameter-Efficient Method: Integration with GNNs

Baselines

ICL: In-context learning with one- or few-shot demonstrations per class.

FPFT: Full-Parameter Fine-Tuning.

PEFT (Paramter-Efficient Fine-Tuning):

(a) LoRA (Hu et al., 2022)

(b) Prefix Tuning (Li and Liang, 2021)

(c) Adapter (Houlsby et al., 2019)

a) LoRA: Low-Rank Adaptation, reducing training parameters by injecting trainable rank
decomposition matrices into each layer (Hu et al., 2022).

b) Prefix Tuning: incorporating virtual tokens into the LLM and updating only the
parameters of the virtual tokens (Li and Liang, 2021).

c) Adapter: inserting an adapter module to each layer (Houlsby et al., 2019).
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Parameter-Efficient Method: Integration with GNNs

Results: GNNavi

Overall Performance
GNNavi outperforms all the baselines on average.

The performance improves as training examples increase.

Method #Param SST-2 EmoC TREC Amazon AGNews Average #Param SST-2 EmoC TREC Amazon AGNews Average

GPT2-XL Llama2

k = 0

ICL - 55.44 6.48 54.68 53.32 72.12 48.41 - 67.55 9.60 70.36 94.98 84.14 65.33

k = 5

ICL - 63.17 6.30 57.68 53.67 50.43 46.25 - 86.93 20.18 45.72 92.30 80.16 65.06

LoRA 2.5M 91.98 50.60 75.20 88.80 85.20 78.36 4.2M 95.42 64.20 88.40 91.80 86.60 85.28
Prefix 6.1M 59.13 73.46 32.92 60.00 75.40 60.18 39.3M 50.96 58.56 21.36 49.36 25.78 41.20
Adapter 15.4M 79.82 76.00 79.60 91.45 81.25 81.62 198M 50.92 84.05 18.80 49.45 24.80 45.60
FPFT 1.6B 62.13 61.30 65.28 73.00 80.82 68.51 6.7B 94.63 61.92 81.72 95.86 87.58 84.34

GNNavi-CGN 2.6M 84.31 75.48 76.72 90.90 83.16 82.11 16.8M 94.56 78.30 83.2 94.00 86.25 86.63
GNNavi-SAGE 5.1M 81.95 78.70 77.92 88.66 82.88 82.02 33.6M 92.91 80.12 80.80 95.66 86.06 87.11

k = 200

LoRA 2.5M 90.83 80.80 90.80 82.00 86.20 86.13 4.2M 91.29 86.80 93.60 95.80 90.40 91.32
Prefix 6.1M 50.92 80.18 69.80 59.80 79.08 67.96 39.3M 48.35 81.72 45.68 52.28 27.54 51.11
Adapter 15.4M 88.65 80.70 96.60 92.30 89.80 89.61 198M 50.92 85.05 88.20 49.45 81.50 67.57
FPFT 1.6B 68.97 73.70 80.16 74.82 85.34 76.60 6.7B 95.64 79.90 96.76 96.12 91.44 91.97

GNNavi-GCN 2.6M 90.67 78.82 91.88 92.94 89.20 88.70 16.8M 95.36 82.85 95.50 96.45 91.05 92.24
GNNavi-SAGE 5.1M 90.46 82.68 92.32 93.44 89.28 89.64 33.6M 95.30 81.94 94.76 95.96 90.68 91.73
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Parameter-Efficient Method: Integration with GNNs

Results: GNNavi

Influence of Training Sample Size

The improvement is particularly pronounced in low-data settings.

GPT2-XL LLaMA2

Improvement gained by adding training examples for GNNavi-SAGE, compared to performance of 5-shot fine-tuning.
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Parameter-Efficient Method: Integration with GNNs

Results: GNNavi

Efficiency analysis

Method GPT2-XL LLaMA2

LoRA 2.5M 4.2M
Predix 6.1M 39.3M
Adapter 15.4M 198M
FPFT 1.6B 6.7B

GNNavi-GCN 2.6M 16.8M
GNNavi-SAGE 5.1M 33.6M

Size of training parameters.

SST-2 EmoC TREC Amazon Agnews

GPT2-XL 4.7× 6.3× 4.1× 3.9× 3.4×
Llama2 4.3× 2.4× 1.6× 1.4× 1.2×

Training acceleration of GNNavi-GCN compared to FPFT.

GNNavi reduces the number of
training parameters.

GNNavi speeds up the training
process by a factor of up to 6
compared to FPFT.
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Parameter-Efficient Method: Integration with GNNs

Ablation Study: GNNavi

Position of GNN Layer

The insertion position of the
GNN layer greatly affects the
model’s performance.

Adding the GNN layer within the
first 10 layers results in lower
performance, except for EmoC.

Performance peaks at around
the 44th layer, then declines.
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Parameter-Efficient Method: Integration with GNNs

Ablation Study: GNNavi

Removal of Information Flow

SST-2 EmoC TREC Amazon Agnews Average

81.95 78.70 77.92 88.66 82.88 82.02
-aggregation -0.07 -1.10 -0.68 +0.56 -0.08 -0.27
-distribution +3.07 -12.88 -2.44 +1.64 -1.44 -2.41

Both aggregation and distribution
paths impact performance.

Except for SST-2 and Amazon
binary tasks, removing the
distribution path leads to a
larger performance drop.

These findings suggest the
distribution path is more crucial
for information flow, particularly
in multi-label tasks.
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Parameter-Efficient Method: Integration with GNNs

Further Discussion on Information Flow

Saliency score:

Il =
∑
h

∣∣∣∣A⊤
h,l

∂L(x)

∂Ah,l

∣∣∣∣
S =

∑
(i ,j)∈C Il(i , j)

|C |
0 10 20 30 40

Layer

0.0

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

S

Sagg

Sdist

Srest

FPFT

0 10 20 30 40
Layer
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0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

1.0

S

Sagg

Sdist

Srest

GNNavi

Comparison of information flow between FPFT and GNNavi for SST-2.
Both models are trained with 5 training examples per class.

In FPFT, token interactions with all previous words can cause information flow
confusion without guided navigation.

GNNavi follows a GNN-guided information flow, producing stable curves that
represent consistent information aggregation.

⇒ GNNavi’s role as a navigator, directing information flow in specific
directions.
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Integration with GNNs - Summary

Inspired by the “Labels are anchors” theory of in-context learning, we
propose GNNavi, a novel prompt-based parameter-efficient
fine-tuning method that incorporates a GNN layer.

In language understanding tasks, GNNavi demonstrates superior
efficacy and efficiency over FPFT and other PEFT methods.
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Thanks for your attention!
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